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The purpose of this note is to provide a new proof to the following reformula- 
tion of the Sucheston zero-one law: An automorphism T of a Lebesgue space X 
is mixing if and only if, for every subsequence A of the sequence of natural 
numbers and every partition a of X having finite entropy, there exists a sub- 
sequence B = {b(j)} of A such that A,zl V,?, T*lj)(ar) is the trivial partition. 
In 1962 Sucheston [4] discovered a zero-one property which characterizes 
mixing. Ten years later, Jones [I] p rovided a short functional-analytic proof of 
this result. Recently it was observed [3] that the Sucheston theorem establishes 
a link between the sequence entropy of Kushnirenko and mixing. The purpose 
of this note is to provide an elementary entropy-theoretic proof of the Sucheston 
theorem. 
Let T be an automorphism of a Lebesgue space (X, &, p), d denote the set 
of measurable partitions of X, Z2”, = {a E 3”: H(U) < CO} and v = (4, X}. If 
01 E 3, OI~ will denote the sub-u-algebra of & generated by 01. Let N be the 
sequence of natural numbers and Y be the set of all subsequences of N. If 
A, B E Y, then A C B will mean A is a subsequence of B. If A = {u(i)} and 
CL E 3 let orA = r\jE=,VyZi Ta(i)(oc). A partition (Y E 2 is zero-one along A if 
Ural = v. 01 is semi-zero-one if, for each B E Y, there exists C C B such that OL 
is zero-one along C. 
THEOREM. T is mixing if and only if every 01 E s0 is semi-zero-one. 
The first three of the following lemmas are well known. 
LEMMA 1. Let T be mixing, 01, j3, 6 E Too and E > 0. Then there exists t E N 
:uch that H(CX 1 /3 v Ti(S)) > H(CX j/3) - l for al2 i > t. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose M, Mn EJZZ satisfr p(MAM,J 3 0. Let (Y, = {M,, 
Y .- M,} and 01 = {M, X N Ml. Then H(an / CY) - 0. 
LEMMA 3. Let CXE~~, BEG, w<a, y<p, andE>O. If H(oljfl)> 
Y(a) - E, then H(CU j y) >, H(U) - E. 
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LEMMA 4. Let T be mixing, a E S0 , A E 9’. Then there exists C C A such 
that H&, Tcfi)(a) / Vz,,, Tcci)(a)) > H(V:=, Tcfi)(a)) - 2-” for aZZ m > 2 and 
l<s<m-1. 
Proof. C is constructed inductively. Let c( 1) = u( 1). Choose c(2) E A such 
that H(T~(l)(or) 1 Tc(2)(ol)) >, H(a) - 2-2. Suppose c(l),..., c(m) exist such that 
for 1 < s < m - 1. Applying Lemma 1 m times one can find c(m + 1) E A 
for which H(VI=, TCti)(a) j Vz!tl Tcci)(a)) 3 H(VE, Tcci)(a)) - ~~z~$2-i for 
1 <s<m. 
Proof of theorem. (a) Suppose T is mixing. Let a E 3, and A E 9 be given. 
Choose C C A as in Lemma 4. One must show uTC(~) = V. Let ME ((~~~(a))~ 
and y = (M, X N M}. For each 71 3 1 choose t(n) E N and AI,, E (Vi:: TCci’(a))^ 
satisfying ~(M&lM) + 0. Let yn = {AI, , X NM,}. According to Lemma 4, 
H (y Tc(~)(~) 1 ,,i+, T”‘“‘(u)) 3 H (‘;i’ Tc(+)) - 2-‘(“). 
1 
Lemma 3 yields H(y, / r) > H(y,) - 2-t(n). Letting n ---f CO and applying 
Lemma 2 one finds H(y) = 0 and hence p(M) = 0 or 1. 
(b) Suppose every 01 E Z,, is semi-zero-one and that T fails to be mixing. 
Then there exist U, WE & for which p( T”( U) n W) + p( U) p(W). Choose 
CY E ZZ,, such that U, WE c?; then H(IX / T”(a)) + H(a). Thus there exist E > 0 
and A E Y such that H(a 1 Ta(i)(a)) < H(a) - E for all i > 1. By hypothesis 
there exists B CA such that uTB(~) = V, and so H(CX 1 V& Tbci)(a)) f H(a). 
This leads to a contradiction since, for each j 3 1, there exists k > 1 such that 
T”‘“‘(a) < VT-j Tbci’(ol). 
Remark. The above argument can be easily modified to obtain: T is mixing 
if and only if every countable partition IX E 9“ is semi-zero-one. 
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